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$80,000 remains to be collected
for the 1970 taxes for Calloway
County, according to personnel Of
The Murray State University
the office of Sheriff Clyde Steele.
a
circle of Omicron Delta Kappa,
Tax bills in the amount of
national leadership honor society
61,029,209.41 were sent out in
for men, initiated 10 new
October by the Sheriff's ark*.
members in a ceremony at the
This has all been collected so far
university Sunday.
except for $80,000.
Among the newly-installed
Calloway Cotuitians desiring to
members in the year-old circle
Hiram L. Tucker, outstanding year before returning to the real
the six per cent penalty
avoid
Kermeth C. Imes has filed
are an honorary member, two
business, civic, and political estate business.
which goes into effect February 1 necessary papers with the
Mrs. John Belt discussed the need for a community youth center graduates and seven students at
leader of the city, county, and Mr. Tucker, like so many other
are urged to pay their tax bills Secretary of State and is seeking
at the civic meeting held Monday evening at the Murray Woman's Murray State, bringing the total
state, died this morning at 8:10 at young men from this country,
this month. A two per cent the Democratic nomination for
Club. Seated at the left Is Mrs. Bethel Richardson, club president. membership to 20.
the Murray-Calloway County went to Detroit, Mich., to find
penalty is now being collected State Representative of the 5th
Max B. Hurt of Kirksey, a 1927
Hospital.
employment where he became a
which went into effect January 1. Legislative District which at
Murray State graduate, was
The sheriff's office, located on present includes Calloway and
of 67 superintendent with a large
age
the
at
death
His
inducted into membership
the first floor of the Calloway Trigg Counties.
followed an extended illness. He manufacturer. He returned to
Honoris Causa in recognition of
County Court House, is open from Imes is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
became ill in May of 1966. He and Calloway County in the early
his local, state and national
eight a.m. to five p.m. Monday
his wife resided at their home on 1930's to farm. He later accepted
John R. Imes of Almo and is
reputation for leadership.
a job as ...a supervisor of the
Friday.
through
North 18th Street.
The possibility of establishing a
married to the former Mary Beth
were
The alumni who
Welfare Department in the first
Tucker had been in the Real
Beale, daughter of Mr. and Ms.
youth center for the young people initiated—G. David Sparks and
district for the state of Kentucky
Estate profession in Murray and
of Murray and Calloway County Joe M. Day—are both students in
Joe Rob Eteale, also of Almo.
from 1938 to 1943. He returned to
Calloway County for the past
They have two children, Molly,
was discussed at a meeting of the University of Kentucky Law
Detroit to work in a defense plant
twenty years. He was the
interested citizens held Tuesday, School. They
age-3,1, and John Beale, age six
of
during a portion of World War II.
were members
organizer and first president of
January 12, at 7:30 p.m. at the Kappa Delta Omicron local
months.
In 1958 Tucker was elected the
the Murray Board of Realtors
Imes has a funeral directors
society on the campus which
Hope and help for children with Murray Woman's Club.
first chairman of the Planning
organized in 1958.
and emblamers license both in
birth defects can be sent through Mrs. Bethel Richardson, petitioned for the establishment
and Zoning Commission for the
After World War II Tucker
he mail, according to Mrs. president of the Murray Woman's of an ODK circle...at Murray State. A two car collision occurred at Kentucky and Tennessee and
city of Murray. He was a member
Dardy Hassell, 1971 March of Club, welcomed the represen- Students installed are Darryl 1:54 p.m. Wednesday on North worked four years at the J. H. Word has been received of opened a business in real estate of the _Lions Club. He was a
many
with
Dimes campaign chairman for tatives of several local civic Ray Callahan, Melvin Douglas 12th Street and was investigated Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Opal Holley of Dearborn, in Murray. He along
member for many years and was
groups and introduced Mrs. John Ferguson, John Sarnal Hodge, by. the Murray Police Depart- He is presently sell-employed Mich., sister of the late Mrs. Era other leading citizens of the city past president of the Murray
Murray and Calloway.
"Our mail appeals made their Belt who acted as discussion Russell E. Howard, Mark ment. No injuries were reported. and will be continuing his studies Washam Slaughter of Murray. and county, worked to bring the Rotary Club. For many years
traditional appearance in home chairman. A significant feature Randall Hutchinson, Michael Involved were a 1964 Chevrolet this spring at Murray State
Mrs. Holley, age 71, died Tappan Manufacturing Company was affectionately known as
here last week," she said. of the meeting was a detailed Thomas Mumford and Roger W. four door driven by Faustine University where his major is suddenly Sunday at 6:30 p.m. in to Murray.
"Mr. Rotarian".
With the location of Tappan in
Farris Welker of Murray Route political science.
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(Editor's Note: The following picture and story
appeared in a Fort Myers, Fla., newspaper last week,
concerning Mrs. Delura Hill and her son, Scott, age
eight. Mrs. Hill and her two sons, Scott and Jay, age
twelve, spent two weeks here during the holidays with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Young. Mrs. Hill
teaches in the Villas Elementary School at Fort Myers,
Fla. Mrs. Young and Mrs. Charles Nanny were the
guests of Mrs. Hill and children for a week when Scott
placed the bottle in the ocean that was found later.

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
Director
National Institute of
Mental Health
.1,

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
Madison Ave. Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y,
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Prevention: A Goal
Our frontier in mental health,
our quest, our "Holy Grail"
that we seek, is called prevention and more—for beyond prevention is the positive promotion of mental health, the fulfillment within our society of
the promise oi the individual
and his pursuit of happiness-The barriers to reaching our
goal are not the mountains,
deserts, and wide river which
the pioneers had to overcome.
The barriers are the cynics
who scoff at the idea that the
prevention of mental, illness
even exists, who point out that
there isn't enough scientific
proof of it available. Also, there
are the demagogues who rant at
the dedicated efforts of "dogoodcrs" for mental health. •
There are the pragmatists
who point to the problems of
mental illness already engulfing
us; and there are the apathetic
who whine that it is none of
their business.
There are also the obstructionists.who warn that it is none
of our business, either, to cross
over 'Into the land beyond
Aiisease.sseatment where heed:
abounds and the waters and the
air are clean. Mental health
professional workers, they cry.
should be concerned only with
the sick, and sick individuals,
not whole groups of sick people, at that.
But the attack on mental illness, with citizen support, is
refusing to stay on the far side
of the mountains and is head- ,
ing into the frontier. There is
a definite connection between
the pioneering spirit of those
who passed across the continent
into the West many years ago
and those pioneers in mental
health who are now venturing
into the great unknown of prevention of mental illness.
The wagon trains of men,
women, and children moving
West were following a quest, a
vision, blocked by mountain
ridges, violence, disease, death.
and always one more river to
cross.
All men need to pursue eti
vision if they are to be fully.
alive. The quest does not end
when the gold runs out of the
streams or the land becomes
filled with split-level homes and
factories and freeways.
It simply becomes more
elusive, more intangible, because it has to do with human
beings and the vast uncharted
region of the human mind and
emotion. Thus, although we do
not yet have all the scientific
evidence for preventive measures that we need, research can
discover and is discovering
them; and we already have
enough knowledge to tell that
we must pursue the vision and
hope of .prevention of mental
illness as a prime goal with unflagging vigor.
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A Needed Service
The announcement by the Calloway County Fire
and Rescue Squad that it will cease its fire fighting
operations as of February 1 means bad news to
residents of the county.
This unit is the only such unit specifically
designed to fight fires out in the county. It is
operated by volunteers who receive no pay for their
services and who spend money from their own
funds to even reach the scene of the fire.
Although the county residents will suffer the
most from the halting of this operation, people here
in town will also suffer a loss. Admittedly, the Fire
and Rescue Squad works primarily out in the
county, but at the same time they acted as a built in
reserve in the event of a fire of really disastrous
proportions.
Terry Mullins, president of the squad indicated a
lack of support as the principal cause for stopping
the fire fighting operation.
It is obvious that a fire truck costs money, a• nd it
is just as obvious that it takes money for insurance,
gasoline, service, tires (at about $150 each) fire
hose, breathing apparatus, etc. Mr. Mullins says
that it will take a minimum of $4,000 to $6,000 annually to keep the fire fighting unit going. This
amount will "allow us to exist" he says. A more
realistic figure is $10,000 and this figure does not
include any salaries of any kind.
The City of Murray has budgeted for the year of
1971 a total of $147,000 for the city fire department.
Of this amount $120,000 is for salaries. The city, of
course, owns four fire trucks, all paid for, as well as
two fire houses. The city also owns ample fire
fighting equipment which it has acquired over the
years.
Of course the $147,000 figure is deceiving in a
way, since the aetual cost of operating the fire
department is more than what is indicated. Other
parts of the budget apply directly to the fire
department also, such as part of the insurance,
part of the social security taxes, part of the em.)loyees hospital insurance, and in some years
extra money for equipment additions.
We quote these figures merely to show that it
costs money to operate a fire department whether
there are several trucks or only one truck.
We hope that something will be done before
February 1 to allow the Fire and Rescue Squad to
continue its valuable services to the people of
Calloway County. Possibly the Fiscal Court might
see the value of this operation as one of the most
valuable performed for county residents and see fit
to subsidize this unit to even a greater degreee than
it has in the past.
ft certainly is an operation which justifies a lot of
thought before it is allowed to merely pass into the
limbo and be discarded.
We believe the work and effort of these volunteers and their desire to serve should not be
overlooked.
They perform a much needed service to the
county and every effort should be put forth by
responsible citizens to retain this service.

Thats The Problem
The Internal Revenuers plan to simplify the
tax form again, we bear. It's news likely -$0
horrify all taxpayers cvho recall past
"simplifications" that the IRS has inflicted on
the form.
Many students of the ever-changing tax
document thought that with last year's
simplification the accountants and bureaucrats
bid combined jargon to produce the ultimate in
Incomprehensibility. However, apparently the
trend will continue this year, possibly with the
printing of'the instructions in Chinese.
If the IRS really wants to help the taxpayer,
the agency should stop trying to simplify
figuring the tax and begin devising ways to
Simplify paying it —Dallas(Tex.) Morning News

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE
Deaths reported are Mrs. Ella Owen, age 78, of Murray Route
Six,and Everett Francis Hale, age 72,of Tampa,Fla
Mrs. Rachel Rowland Wallace of Lexington will teach the 4-H
Club Sewing leaders traiping meeting at the City Hall: She for.
ed as county home demonstration agent here.
01411 MOOre have been the recent guests of
in Washington, Ind.
"North To Alaska" with John Wayne, Stewart Granger, Ernie
F,-..-."•.aia4Vab4an-asshowine at the VorNty Theatre

••••:

Mrs. Delura Hill and son Scott reread notice that Scott's
message in a bottle made a safe journey from Fort Myers Beach to Biscayne Bay. (News-Press photo by Ron
Bayette)

Lad Makes It
On First Bottle
To most folks a floating bottle is just another piece
of litter, but fortunately for Scott Hill of Fort Myers
Villas, C. Warner Stark Jr., of Miami has an interest in
them.
On Dec. 1 Stark found a bottle Scott _had, launched
Oct. 24.
Scott tossed the bottle into the sea at Fort Myers
Beach. Stark found it. while sailing in Biscayne Bay. He
wrote Scott, but the lad has been away for 'Christmas
and didn't get the letter until Monday.
Sco4. agg 8, orened the letter at school.
"Dear Mr. Hill." read Stark's note, "Found your
bottle with note floating in S. Biscayne Bay opposite Soldier's Key on afternoon of Dec. 1, 1970, while sailing.
"I have thrown over many bottles on every ocean in
the world, but have never heard from any of them."
Scott scored on the first bottle, a green-glassed,
corked wine container. He wrote the note in advance :—
it wasn't a spur-of-the-moment adventure.
"It just told our address and everything," Scott
said, "and said whoever finds this note, to write me."
He tossed it into the surf a couple of blocks south of
the county beach., But it didn't seem to get along that
way, so he retrieved it and carried it out as far as he
could.
The success of one bottle has sparked a project.
Scott plans to try again, this time for more containers.
The family hasn't overlooked the fact that while
Stark would pick up a floating bottle, most boaters
would pass it by and possibly add a beer can for company•

Now You know
By United Press International
Pluto, the planet with the
eccentric
orbit,
has
most
billion . mile
2
almost
a
public
hearings
on
outdatei
WANTS A CUSPIDOR
difference between its milli=
SALEM, Ore. (UPI)—Sen. rules which the board would
and maximum distances
Thomas Mahoney,.D-Portland, like to see repealed by the mum
sun
the
irom
le
'stature
said Tuesday he wanted, and
was going to get, a cuspidor by
plus pco
tt
his desk on the floor of the
emalarday and Sunday
Ad=: Adults 1 60-C2014rOs 7I
Oregon Sente.
"I claim as dean of the
Senate, I'm entitled to a
gaboon," said the 74-year-old
He's mean, rotten,
politician. A gaboon is a
thieving, a womanizer.
cuspidor by another name.
.
You're going to love
Meanwhile at the state Board
of Health, it was agreed to hold
Big Flaky.
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Louisville To Fulton Rail
Passenger Service Is Asked
_Railroad passenger service
through Paducah from Louisville
to Fulton has been
recommended to the U. S.
Department of Transportation
by the Railroad Commission of
Kentucky.
According to First District
Railroad Commissioner Wayne
W. Freeman of Mayfield, the
state commission has proposed
that Paducah be one of it e cities
included in the network of the
Railpax System which was
created by an act of Congress
known as the Railroad Passenger
Corporation Act. The federal
government would lend financial
aid to railroads which accept the
system. The proposed Louisville
to Fulton route would be served
by the Illinois Central. The route
would connect with service from
Chicago to the south at Fulton
via Memphis. Tenn., to New
Orleans, La., which the
government has expresied its
interest in preserving.
If the recommendation is
approved, all cities along the
Louisville-Fulton line would
have passenger service, Freeman
said. He stressed that the
railroad companies which
become a part of the Railpax
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SUPER SHEF . . made of /
1
4
'pound pure
beef hamburger, catsup, lettuce, tomato,
pickle, onion rings and creamy dressing—all
on a giant toasted bun! Buy two and SAVE!

Love it or leave it
PAUL
JOANNE ANTHONY
NEWMAN WOODWARD PERKINS
WUSA
uus.4

NOTICE' As an added serv
ice to our patrons. beginning Monday. January 18,
Monday thru Friday Cinema
I will open 3. 15 shows et
3.30. 5117 -7 in & g"'
-"-

Yc
SI

TONITE

5:15

al-A-s-HI
BREWSTER
McCLOUD El

As machines suck mud and
water out of the harbor basin to
deepen the harbor, thousands of
eels are left writhing in- the
muck and townspeople rush in
with baskets, buckets and bags
to scoop them up.

Jim

401141

'TEST FILM OF THE YEAR!"

7:15
9:IS
"Something Eli." horn the
Director of

SCOOP UP EELS
(UP!)—The people of this tiny
port on the Scheldt River have
been catching eels by the
bucketful since engineers have
began a harbor reconstruction
project.

-

. LAST NIGHT!

/FIVEERSAI
PIECES IR

Who giveth food to all flesh.—Psalm 1311:25.
God does not stop with food for the body. He provides food for
the mind an spirit, but some of us have only physical hunger.

lesseasui

Or 7534333

—Rex FI•ed. Ch,cago Tribun•
Nee rork Dolly News Syndicate

Bible Thoughtfor Today

,movitr A PAIATC),

US Si' 50514

7:15

The cities of Murray,
Russellville and Madisonville, as
well as Hopkinsville, also have
been recommended for
passenger service, but they are
among those sabject to the;

STOW}

44AA•Our,

CINECOM

Secretary of Transportation
John A. Volpe will have the final
say on what routes and what
cities will be served under the
Railroad Passenger Corporation
Act.

secretary's approval, Freeman
said
In efforts to preserve the
small amount of passenger
service now available in
Kentucky, the commission
recommended the C&O
operation from Louisville
through Lexington and Ashland
to Washington, D.C., and New
York City, and the existing
service from Cincinnati, Ohio, to
Louisville and thence to Bowling
Green, Nashville, Tenn., and
south both also be included in
the Railpax System.
Passenger train service was
discontinued in Paducah in
1957.

TONAT 7 30 8.9 25
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THE
DAILY FILM GUIDE

System will have to borrow
money and up-date their services
with the best modern facilities
available.
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Calvin Hill
Is ReadyJust In Case

game.
Having a quarterback like
John Unitas, McCafferty says,
makes preparing for a big
game a lot easier on a coach.
"John's been putting bread on
the table for 12 years now and
it's a pretty good feeling to FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
have hun out there," the (UPI 1-Calvin Hill is getting
Baltimore Coach said.
ready-just in case.
By United Press International
Having a backup signal caller If Walt Garrison's shoulder
They take their halftime
like Earl Morrall helps, too.
and ankle don't bother him any shows seriously in the Amerimore than they do now, he'll be can Basketball Association.
PENSION PLAN
the Dallas Cowboys' fullback in - The
at
game
Memphis
NfEW YORK (UPI)-Regis- Sunday's super Bowl game with Indiana, originally scheduled
tration will begin later this the Baltimore Colts. _
for Wednesday night, was
month for a pension plan for If Garrison isn't okay, then postponed because a "suitable"
New York Thoroughbred Rac- Hill gets his chance. Right now halftime show couldn't be
ing's backstretch employees, it looks as if Garrison will play, arranged.
such as grooms, foremen, but Hill is staying ready, Presumably
halftime
the
exercise boys and hot walkers. anyway.
show was adequate in Louis"I've been ready to play for ville, where Dan Issel put on
SAN JUAN, P.R. (UPI)- the last four games," says Hill,
quite a show of his own. He
Tony Perez, the slugging third the soft-speaking Yale grad who
scored 31 points to give the
National broke in so spectacularly with
the
baseman of
Kentucky Colonels a 133-117
League champion Cincinnati the Cowboys last season and
victory over the Floridians in
Reds, received a 1971 automo- then lost his job to Duane
the only ABA game played.
bile and other gifts as 15,000 Thomas ttab season after he
10
scored
Colonels
The
gathered at Hiram Bithorn hurt his shoulder and then his
straight points midway in the
before
him
stadium to honor
knee.
second period to take a 48-40
the start of a doubleheader "It's tough not to play but I
lead and went on to make it a
Wednesday between Santurce understand the situation," Hill runway
with a 39-point third
Juan.
and San
says. "Duane Thomas came in period.
and did a great job. I'm aware Darrel Carrier scored 24 and
this can be a strange game Louie Dampier had 23 for
where you can maybe do well Kentucky, which snapped a
one year and then ave to sit three-game losing streak. The
down the next. It's part of the Floridians, losing their fourth
game:- Somebody had to sit straight, were led by Larry
down when I played last Jones' 26 points.
season."
Hill got his work in here
Wednesday at Yankee Stadium TOP HORSE PEOPLE
SA, DIEGO, Calif.-Former high school, college and proWASHINGTON (UPI) -Arwas
session
the
although
fessional basketball star, Joe Fulks of Marshall County, was
the thur Simmons and Patti Heuckto
devoted
primarily
among 10 honored on the National Basketball Association's
eroth were elected Horseman
Cowboys' defensive unit.
Silver Anniversary team here Tuesday.
thing is to be and Horsewoman of the Year
important
"The
Fulks, who played high school basketball at Birmingham
ready," he says. "That's the Wednesday in a national poll by
in Marshall County before moving to Kuttawa for his last seakey phrase. I know what Calvin the American Horse Shows
son in 1940, was an eight-year star for the Philadelphia WarHill is capable of doing. I'm not Association.
riors in the late '40s. Prior to his pro career, he played bassitting around here grousing
ketball at Murray State and then on the Fleet Marine Force
about not playing. I don't want 'IV STAGE RACE
team during World War II.
to be thinking I'm being done
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-OntaThe jump-shooting -forward scored 8, 3 points in 489
dirty because that isn't the case rio Motor Speedway will
stage
games, a 16.4 average, during his eight year f pro ball. He
at all."
the 6250,000 Questor Grand Prix
brought the jump shot into pro basketball, and thus became
VERDI REPLACED
race for Formula One and
known as "Jumping Joe" Fulks.
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (UPI)- Formula A cars March 28,
Now a scout for the Philadelphia 76ers, and an employe
The New York Yankees Tues- featuring the top 20 European
of GAF Corp. at Calvert City, Fulks sees many high school and
day named Loren Babe to Formula One. drivers against
collegiate games in search of talent.
replace Frank Verdi as mana- the top 10 American Formula A
He was inducted into the Murray State "Hall of cattle" as
ger of the Syracuse Chiefs of drivers.
one of its first members.
the International League.

MIAMI (UPI )-It's the Super
Bowl, but the Baltimore Colts
are getting ready for it the way
they do for any game.
"Sure, this is the biggest game
of the year, but you still want to
go at it like any other game. It's
another ball game to us," said
Colt coach Don McCafferty.
Just as they always do, the
Colts worked Wednesday on
offense, the game they will
throw at the Dallas Cowboys in
the Orange Bowl stadium
starting, at 2:10 "p.m. EST
Sunday.
There was one difference: the
Colts worked in the Orange
Bowl to accustom themselves
to the surface. McCafferty
called the practice a good one
and said the artificial turf, on
which Baltimore lost to the
Miami Dolphins twice during
the season, didn't give anybody
any serious problems.
Today, McCafferty planned to
work his team on defense.
Friday will be a combination
day of putting together offense
and defense, and Saturday will
be given over to the kicking

Issel Leads
Colonels To
Win In ABA

NBA Silver Team

Jimmy Young, Murray State's senior co-captain, is driving
around Oral Roberts University guard, Eldon Lawyer, in last

night's game at the Sports Arena. Murray came out on top allie
contest 90-89.
Photo By Wilson Wesley

Young Hits Last Second Jump
Shot To Give Racers Victory
were given a reprieve when officials ruled that they were still 4
seconds to play in the game.
It all started with 10 seconds to
go when ORU's Eddie Woods
dropped a soft fall away shot into
the hoop to give the Titans a one
point advantage, 89-88. Following
the basket, the ball was knocked
down the floor and an official
called time out to retrieve ittime remaining, 7 seconds.
'Murray took the ball out,
brought it down the court and
Young took a shot from the
corner and the clock still showed
7 seconds. The clock was started
following Young's missed shot
and a scramble for the rebound
developed under the Murray
basket. The ball was knocked out
of bounds and officials ruled it
was Murray's ball but the clock
had kept running when the ball
went out and showed no time left.
Jubilant Oral Roberts players
and several fans who had
followed them to the game
thought they had it won, but after
officials had conferred with the
timekeeper, that ruled that there
were still 4 seconds left to play in
the game, much to the dismay of
Titan coach Ken Tricky and his
team.
Hector Blondett took the ball
out for the Racers and passed in
to Young who ripped the bottom
out of the net from the corner
causing Murray students and
fans to pour onto the floor in their
happiness at the victory.
The Titans were tough corn-

petitors all night and it took the
Racers almost the whole first
half to build up a 10 point lead,
which they held at halftime, 5242.
ORU started chopping away at
Murray's lead in the second half
and with 11:23 to go in the game
Richard Fuqua put in a layup to
give the Titans the lead, 65-64.
It was an uphill battle for the

Racers the rest of the way al the
teams went basket for basket for
several minutes before Murray
got back in the lead, 80-79, on a 20
foot jumper by Les Taylor with
3:54 left in the game.
The lead changed hands six
more times before the end of the
game.
Jimmy Young led all scorers
for the night with 27 points on 11
field goals and 5 free throws. The
Titans' Richard Fuqua, who has
averaged 29.7 points in fifteen
previous games this season, lead
Cell with 26 points.
Other Racers in double figures
ABA Standings
were Les Taylor, 21, Hector
By United Press International
Bloridett, 19, and Ron Johnson,
East
11.
W. L. Pct. GB
Haywood Hill scored 22 for the
32 14 .696 ...
Virginia
Titans, Sam McCamey hit 20 and
27 19 .587 5Kentucky
Larry Baker added 19.
. 18 24 .429 12
New York
By HERB SPARROW
The Titans hit 16 consecutive
13
.413
19 27
Carolina
United Press International
free throws on their way to a
19 29 .396 14
Pittsburgh
Despite losing its-first game of fantastic 95 per cent free throw
18 29 .383 141t
Floridians
the season, Louisville Male average, hitting 19 of'20 from the
West
remained on top of this week's gift stripe. Murray hit 14 of 25 at
W. L. Pct. GB
UPI weekly ratings of Kentucky the line for an average of 56 per
29 14 .674 ..
Utah
high school basketball. But the cent.
28 15 .651 1 .
Indiana
defending state champs of Coach The Racers hit 38 of 77 field
24 21 .533 6
Memphis
Jim Huter had a much rougher goal attempts for 49.4 per cent
17 26 .395 12
Denver
time of it than in the previous while ORU hit 36 of 71 for 50.7 per
16 29 .356 14
Texas
!Our ratings.
cent. Murray pulled down 48
Wednesday's Results
Six diffnent teams received rebounds and Titans grabbed off
Kentucky 133 Floridians 117
first-place votes from the Board 38.
Memphis at Indiana, ppd.
of Coaches. Male received 13 of The Racers next game will be
(Only games scheduled)
the votes and 261 total points, but with Parsons College in the
Thursday's Games
Louisville Central, Male's Sports Arena this Saturday.
Kentucky at Pittsburgh
conqueror last week, made a
Carolina at Floridians
strong run at the No. 1 spot with
SCORING
Memphis at Utah
233 points and five first-place Murray State 90i-Young Ti,
Only games scheduled)
votes.
Taylor 21, Blondet 19, Johnson 11,
Covington Catholic kept its No. Williams 6, Mancini 2, Steverson
3 rating, while Anderson County, 2, Towns 2.
Answer to yesterday s Puzzle
which also suffered its first Oral Roberts lc-Fuqua X,
BOMO
OM
COMO
defeat of the year last week to Hill 22, Woods 7, Baker 19, Mc3 Separated
ACROSS
OMOM
000
=WO
4 High
MOM00300 0000 unrated Harrodsburg, slipped Carney -20.
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1 Knock
00000
.
6 Preposition
from No. 2 to No. 4.
4 Sum
Cancel
7
MMO
9 Toll
Pleasure Ridge Park. slipped
8 Shakespearian
ONUME10410
12 Mohammedan
MO3
king
nobie
OUMO 000 MEMO one rung to No. 5, while Bowling
9 tmperfoct
13 By oneself
00MM 013M Green dropped one to No. 6.
College Basketball Results
00030.
mistaken
10 Be
14 Wooden
Undefeated Louisville Manuel By United Press International
WON MO0
vessel
11 Piece out
' 16 Swiss river
RSMODM0 MONO continued to climb, moving from
15 Harbmgor
East
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MOOD 12000M000 No. 10 to No. 8. Owenabbro
is E.1 per rent.
19 Hindu cymbals
Navy 76 Wash & Lee 53
3000
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43 Man's name
Columbia 80 Geotown (DC) 68
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24 Stalk
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•
i.jir37•
31
50
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DOWN
-4County, Hopkinsvitle, and Denver 103 Regis 65
1 Cheer

By Gene McCutctieon
The Murray State Racers
upped their season record to 10-2
last night when Jimmy Young
sank a jump shot from the corner
with 1 second remaining in the
game to give Murray a 90-89 over
a scrappy Oral
Roberts
University team.
The Racers, apparently beaten
89-88 seconds earlier when the
clock showed no time remaining,

STANDINGS

Male Holds
Top Spot
In State

Marshall Countian,
Joe Fulks, Honored
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Mrs. {ten Trevathan Reports On Library
Activities At Theta Department Meet
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 7)3-1111 or 713-047
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ion and
Mrs.16Ien .Trevathan, librarian state for its high circulat
for all ages.
of the Calloway County Public other activities
department
Library,-presented the program Mrs. C. W. Jones,
and Mrs.
d
preside
n,
chairma
Theta
the
of;
at the meeting
ry, read the
Department of the Murray Lloyd Jacks, secreta
Doris Nance is
Woman's Club held on Monday, minutes. Mrs.
r.
treasure
hirty
seven-t
at
January 11,
'rhe department will hold a
o'clock in the evening.
rummage sale at the American
of
d
parts
reviewe
n
libraria
The
gored by the Almo PTA. The
South 6th and Maple
Thursday, jastaary 14
three new books at the library. Legion Hall,
at 5:45 p.m. and
Saturday morning,
on
The Baptist Women of Elm doors will open
Streets,
The
They were "The Girl On
will be featured. A
Cliff Campbell
Mrs.
6.
y
Grove Baptist Church will hold five bands
Februar
by
Lavonia
You"
Help
Will
Floor
be given away
Mks Mande Nance
n, assisted
chairma
as
serve
its general meeting at the home country ham will
will
Jean
by
Candy"
Russ, "Pehny
ments will be sold.
A Mrs. Wilbur Weston at 1:30 and refresh
Kerr, and "Faith, Hope and by Mrs. Roy Starks.
p.m.
Hilarity" by Dick Van Dyke.
A report on the birthday parties
Chapter M of PEO Sisterhood
Mrs. Trevathan reported that for the Special Education Class at
at
noon
12
at
n
luncheo
a
Murray will have
Miss Kathy Lockhart
South
The
the
the Calloway Library has
By Abigail Van Bunn
Henry
Austin School was made. Mrs.
Homemakers Club will meet at the home of Mrs.
highest circulation of any library Castle Parker gave a report of
PitJ.
W.
Mrs.
with
Miss Maude Nance presented
e
McKenzi
the home of Mrs. Quinton Gibson,
in Kentucky, is being publicized the general meeting
of the
DEAR ABBY. To get right down to brass tacks, I don't
the program at the meeting of the 1637 Olive Street, at 1:30 p.m. man as cohostess. Mrs. Olga
nationally for the High School executive board. A donation for
the
of
ent
the
trust my husband We work different hours and I think he is
Departm
present
Garden
Freeman will
ETV class now for forty-two CARE was taken by the finance
fooling around with another woman.
Murray Woman's Club held on
The Sunnyside Homemakers program.
adults, and that the local library chairman, Mrs. Robert Hopkins.
Is there some way I can get our home telephone hooked
Thursday, January 7, at two Club will meet at the home of
is the only one in the state holding Two new members introduced
the
17
at
on
January
afterno
the
up to another telephone somewhere else so I could listen in
in,
Sunday,
o'clock
Mrs. Danny Phillips at eleven
on his telephone conversations? I would be willing to rent a
Mrs. Steve Duncan of Miss Kathy Lockhart, summer the Great Books Discussion were Mrs. Joyce Fortin and Mrs.
and
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Agriculture In The 70's To Feature Collective Bargaining, Says Official
LEXINGTON, KY.-Deputy
Under Secretary of Agriculture
Henry L. Ahlgren said yesterday
that agriculture in the 1970's will
continue the fight to raise farm
income, which," has consistently
lagged behind the increase in
other forms of income" in the
past few decades.

ference, Dr. Ahlgren said farmers would have to depend more
on collective bargaining as a
means to secure a firmer
financial position in the nation's
economy.

In the speech at the UK's
Agricultural Science Center,
before 600 faculty, staff and
Speaking to the University of Extension service personnel, Dr.
of Ahlgren, emphasized that the
College
Kentucky
Agriculture's first annual con- statements he made were his

own, not the official policies of
President Richard M. Nixon or
the Administration.
"L believe agriculture in the
next decade will see an increase
In collective bargaining on a
national level by farmers and a
phasing out of federal support
and acerage control programs,"
also believe we will
he said.
eliminate
to
continue
malnutrition in the United States,

Alcoholics Outnumber Drug
Addicts More Than 10 to 1

whether it is caused by poverty
or ignorance."
Dr. Ahlgren added that the next
decade would see an attempt to
decline
of
the
reverse
agricultural exports. Perhaps the
most important phase of
agricultural development in the
coming decade, he said, would be
the expanded opportunity in rural
American for those millions of
citizens who are now faced with a
quality of urban life that is less
than adequate or enjoyable.
"We often say proudly that we
have the highest standard of
living in the world," Dr. Ahlgren
said. "Do we have the best life? I
would have to say I don't think so.
"People are more alarmed,
frightened, concerned and
distrubed about the future today
than ever before," he said, "and
this is reflected in our concern for
our quality of life."
The former educator noted that
not only do we have the ability to
destroy life on earth with nuclear

Its
While Congress votes hundreds of bill, sponsored by Hughes,
UPI Sealer Maar
millions for research into cancer, authorizing an outlay of $395
'WASHINGTON (UPI)- heart disease and
other million over the next three years
"Drugs are the fair-haired child. "respectable" ailments, only $10
launch nationwide programs
.2
They are getting all the gold. Yet million a year is available for to prevention and treatment of
for
there are more than 10 times as federal grants to support alcoholism, including research
many alcoholics as there are alcoholism research.
4
into its causes and rehabilitation
drug addicts."
5
In August, the Senate passed a of its victims.
That complaint happened to
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
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9 :041
Gov -Elect bunn's Inaguration Festietties flavour,' Gala
federal, state and private
:30
inaugural Gala
ileauration Festivities Ina...spurn Gala
News: WItir
Soorts News; WtIv.; Sports
authorities on alcoholism.
I0 TO 7
.
corjhribr.'
Perry Mason
Movie:
They don't begrudge the at:RI Tonight
Perry Masan
"Love Is a Many
114 Valley
I I :00 Tonight
Splendid Thing"
tention politicians, legislative
(H. Mahn
12 2
bodies, the press and the public
we giving to the drug menace.
But they can't understand how
a nation that gets so wrought up
about heroin and marijuana can
be so complacent about alcohol.
Alcohol Epidemic
"It is incredible that we cannot
ATLANTA, Ga.-Effective retired as an Air Force officer in face realistically the alcoholism
January 1, W. Scott Fellows of 1965 with the rank of Colonel. His epidemic in this.country, which
Huntsville, Alabama was ap- professional activities include costs us more lives each year
pointed Associate Director of the extensive experience with NASA, than the Vietnam War," says
Southern Interstate Nuclear AEC and USAF in organizing and Sen. Harold E. Hughes fl-Iowa, a
former alcoholic who now heads
Board,it was anneunced today
and
naging _research
Robert H. Gifford, -SINE cVvelopment projects. including A ,special Senate subcommittee
on alcoholism. "If we were
Executive Director.
the Saturn family of rocket
For the past eleven years, Mr. launch vehicles, the ROVER willing to spend a tenth of what
Fellows has been employed at the nuclear rocket program, the we spend on Vietnam to save
Marshall Space Flight Center on Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion people from this controllable
special assignments with joint Program and USAF guided disease, we could accomplish
miracles."
Atomic Energy Commission- missiles.
National Aeronautics and Space
Mr. Fellows will be responsible The American Psychistric
Administration nuclear power for program management in both Association estimates at least 9
programs. He has served as nuclear and space related million Americans are afficted
I
technical liaison between the projects conducted by the by alcoholism in the sense of
AEC and Oak Ridge National Southern Interstate Nuclear being so dependent on alcohol
•
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Ten- Board as the official agency of they are ruining their careers
Replace thns worn; unsafe brake...shoes
and
wrecking
their
homes.
nessee, as well as AEC-USAF the Southern Governors' Connow al a BIG SAVING!genuine ILongReports from coroners indicate
Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion, ference in the two fields.
bTe,bcilacied. brakioesghte you 25'.-4
more
than half of the nation's
Office in Washington, D. C.
more braking area a450% more linSINB represents the States of
Mr. Fellows holds a B. S. Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, highway deaths result from
ing depth. iz•zvs•I
.
degree
in
mechanical Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, drivers trying to handle a car
after
drinking.
There
are
more
engineering from Ohio State Louisiana, Maryland,
University and a master's degree Mississippi, Missouri, North than 50,000 highway deaths a
from Purdue University. He is a Carolina, Oklahima, South year, so the toll from drunken
graduate of the Oak Ridge School Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, driving alone is upwards of 25,000
of Reactor Technology and the Virginia, West Virginia and the lives annually.
Air Force Experimental Test Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Excessive intake of alcohol is
Pilot School.
Mr. Fellows will be joined in the main ( though not the only)
Mr. Fellows, who is a com- Atlanta by his wife ancl family cause of cirrhosis of the liver, an
mand pilot and a graduate of the following the completion of the ailment that ranks as the third
most common cause of death
Jet Aircraft Qualification Course, current school term.
among young and middleaged
adults.
High Suicide Rate
Many alcoholics do not wait for
the disease to complete the slow
destruction of their bodies.
Studies show the suicide rate
means for meeting those' needs. among alcoholics is about 50
By Nevyle Shackelford
The road back has been difficult times greater than that of the
UK College of Agriculture
and fraught with disap- general population.
Aside from its cost in wrecked
HAZARD, KY.-About four pointments, but there has been
miles south of here, where KY 15 progress and important gains. lives, alcoholism is a serious
For a
crosses the North Fork River, They have regained a economic problem. The National
SOFTER
each
sits the once thriving coal camp significant measure of self- Council on Alcoholism estimates
most
cars
RIDE!:
that
•
U.S.
industry
loses
more
•
of Glomawr.
respect and much confidence in
Install E-Z Ride Shocks on your car and bring back
Some 30-odd years ago this their own ability. They have than 84 million a year through
that new-car riding_Cornfort and safety! 12-601n sta.?
little mountain metropolis, whose Improved the road into the employe absenteeism resulting
genesis was occasioned by coal, community, expanded the water from excessive drinking.
American
Medical
mushroomed into full develop- system until now more than half The
ment. According to the 1940 the families have city water, Association has waged a vigorous
census, it boasted a population of graded down a lot for a corn- campaign in recent years to get
physicians are!
1,000 persons with all enjoying munity playground, renovated practicing
the blessings that came with full and added to the lunchroom general hospitals to treat
777
employment and prosperity.
equipment of their school, alcoholism as "an illness that can
But, as in the case of so many organized a very active Parent- and should be treated." But
ir each
other entities whose destinies Teacher Association, and en- thousands of doctors still look
mist cars
have been tied to a nonrenewable couraged and made it possible for upon "drunks" as a character
resource subjected to ex- several residents to attend and problem rather than a health
ploitation, the rich veins of coal take part in adult education problem. And a recent survey
played out. Then in direct classes and senior citizen showed that only one third of the
nation's general hospitals will
proportion to the speed of its programs
earlier growth, the town sank into
In addition, this development admit patients for treatment of
deterioration
and
decay. group now headed by Carl Smith, alcoholism.
Minimal Impact
Economic gloom fettled down has organized homemaker clubs,
like smog over the little com- home garden projects, and set In 1966, with much fanfare, the
munity and the population swiftly up a youth group to promote federal goverhment created a
national Center for Prevention
faded -away. Where once there intercomrnunity sports.
had been several hundred
Considerable attention has and Control of Alcoholism under
families, only about 50 remained been given to community clean- the aegis of the National Institute
to maintain wigch overittie dying up activities and 29 of the 50 of Mental Health. But the cenUSE OUR EASY
town.
CREDIT OR
families have completed home ter's impact on the alcoholism
porblem has thus far been
But about two years ago in the improvement projects.
because it has-spring of 1968, sparked Into action
All these programs and minimal
by the University of Kentucky's projects
have
required relatively little money to spend.
Appalachian Community Impact something more than just group
more pleasant and attractive
Project, the remaining families and individual effort and work.
Community
Arid that isn't all.
-.,,tiecided to do something about Some money was necessary, and
the situation. With Community here again they looked to their Getting a taste of the heady
Contact, Mrs. Lorinda Fugate own resources and initiative. wine of success that has corm
exchange
serving . as counselor, and Through shooting MAtChet, through local effort, plans are
being
intensify
made
to
and
Community
Development community carnivals,
'
—box
egt 21.95
Specialist, William R. Bridges suppers, .food sales, and,ether expand existing programs and to
new
Difficulties
projects.
start
acting as a resourco person, the traditional money-raising events,
are expected, but from irnpeople organized themselves into they raised substantial amounts
mediate past experience, the
werking group which they of funds so desperately needed.
peqple . are
confident
of
:Wed the Glomawr Community
Of course &Lillis effort had not achievemenL.
__Development Association_ -brought-W.4*w industry-apid no
Observing the great amount of
Through this organization. the factor • wheels are spinnirig_as a
-4awicunnsnriefilline
--ii•VOIrrTTSTIffeilff
.4118. MI&13 etaf'n errerffIRInfty/6861.81t and rifforrat
pres.slew needs and then devised Glomawr has . becorne. a much self-improvement
•
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weapons, but we also have the
ability to bury ourselves in our
own pollution.
"It is said that by all odds we
are the filthiest nation in he
world. I'm not talking only about
air, soil and water pollution, but
our destructive actions toward
wildlife, communities, natural
beauty and breathing room."
Dr. Ahgren explained that
many of the problems which are
critical to the very existence of
the nation have been compounded, if not brought about by
the increasing
trend toward
urbanization.
"With
the
continuing
movement ot people to urban
areas from rural America, we
are creating •• cities which have
become socially intolerable,
economically inefficient, and
politically uncontrollable. Is it
necessary to leave the rural
community to have a better way
of life?"
"What happens to rural

American in the next 15 to 21,)
years will determine the future of
our nation," he stated.
Dr. Ahlgren stated that rural
development, up to the present
time, has failed because it has
always been considered a
program. "And as a program it
has been bogged down by different government agencies
lighting with one another over
funds.
"Rural development is not a
program; however, it is a concept and therefore must involve
all the resources of lhe people.
Rural development is bagger than
any single government agency,
group or program."
Through
proper
rural
development, he explained, the
nation can create a better nuality
of rife and make it as profitable
and enjoyable to live in rural
America as in an urban center.
"America grew up in the
country-if we were poor, we
didn't know it," he concluded.
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New Group-of Teenagers Emerging
With Special Comprehensive Needs

THURSDAY-JANUARY 14, 1971

MURRAY, KENTLCKY

Films to be Shown on Educational Stationi
Morris. Denise Nicholas of
The Calloway County
on Drug Education has an- Room 222" is host.
nounced that a schedule of February 9 at 6 p.m.-"Say
educational films will be shown What We Feel-Not What We
on the local DET station begin- Ought To Say"-A mosaic of
ning February 2 and being shown Dramatic vignettes dealing with
on Tuesday and Thursday at 6 the contrasting attitudes and
motivations of "youth" and the
p.m. thru February 25.
"establishment" in terms of
follow:
as
Titles and times are
education, politics, race and the
February 2 at 6 p.m.-Reda*
family. Segments include two
That's my Way-In an 16-hour
documented case studies: the
encounter session led by noted closing of a
neighborhood youth
psychologist, Carl Rogers, tea
people from vastly different center, and a proposal to patrol
high school halls with policemen
backgrounds in the drug culture
and police dogs.
confront each others inner
feelings and discover Inroads to February 11 at 6 p.m.-"The
understanding through love and Shade of A Toothpick"-Davis
concern for one another.
Susskind hosts this survey of
February 4 at 6 p.m.-"The drug preivention programs begun
First Demension"-As a basic in schoels and in the streets
for dialogue on drugs, this fast- acrosthe nation including
paced multilevel approach to projects in San Francisco,
information and understanding is Berkeley, Pittsburgh, and
computer Stanford, Connecut, Fred Rogers
by
augmented
animations and participating urges adults and parents to
authorities and personalities, respond creatively to the
including U. S. Surgeon General desperate need for alternatives to
Jesse Steinfield, Dr. Sidney "dropping out" and "turning on"
Cohon, L. J. Simpson, Arnold with drugs.
Palmer, Marty Allen and Greg February 16 at 6 p.m.-"To

By Alfred 1. Stherzer, FAA,M.D.
Assistant Professor
of Pediatrics and Director,
March of Dimes
Meningomyelocele Clinic,
Neu, York Hospital
The medical world is beginning to see a new group of
teen-agers who have special
physical and emotional problems. I am not talking about
rebellious youth on strife-torn
campuses nor school-age drug
users.
I'm talking aboutthe youngsters who would not have survived early childhood as recently as 20 years ago. Now,
thanks to improved diagnosis
and treatment, children with
a birth defect called meningomyelocele have been given a
lease on life that runs years
beyond the previously als
lotted span.
DR. ALFRED L. SCHERZER and •ssociates at the March of Dimes Birth
Meningomyeldcele is a con- Defects Canter at Hew Forte Hospital, are studying new ways of bringgenital malformation of the ing comprehensiv• help to children who require h•lp from 'stony
back, usually in the form of specialists. As m•dical advances constantly improv• their chances foe
an open spine. It causes dam- a long•r life span, these youngst•rs face uniqu• physical and •ma
'local problems.
age to the spinal cord. This
leads to malfunction of the
bladder and bowel, and difficulty in walking. Before modem surgical techniques were
'developed, kidney failure was
a common cause of death in
these cases because urine
would back up in the bladder,
causing an even tally .fatal
infection.
Today, however, children
born with this birth defect can
undergo deal conduit surgery,
a tiiversionary, life-sparing
operation that prevents
chronic kidney disease. Meningomyelocele, the most com:.
mon of the major birth defects, does not of itself entail
Meilen! retardation. Frequent_ ly_tfae.r.hild can walk. without
aid of braces or crutches.
Emotional Problems
Those of us working directly with these young people
want to help them with more
than regular physical examinations and prescriptions. As
they approach adolescence,
they inevitably experience a
tangle of emotional conflicts.
Social isolation ranks high,
a factor which often impairs
the young person's self-confidence and belief in his own
ability,Jo function in 'the
everyday world., Frequently
they are over-protected by the
family and have little informal, give-and-take contact
with their peers, even in
course,heightschool.
ens their sense of being different and alone.
My colleagues and I here
at the March of Dimes Meningomyelocele Clinic have
'been particularly concerned
about this. We know what po---"v tential these 'Idren have if
given the right kiltf Support
-and direction.
Recently we finished a study
of a small group of patients
and families from the clinic
to learn more about the social
and emotional pressures these
-children face as they grow
older. Much valuable information was uncovered and we
have set up several new programs to deal with these
Don't Have This Happen To You!
needs. •
!slItAP-Sessions"
Chief among them is a
loosely structured club, or
THIS EDUCATIONAL MESSAGE PRESENTED AS A PUBLIC
„grouP session, for girls 11 to
• 15 years old. Eventually we
will have mixed meetings, but
SERVICE TO THE PEOPLE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY AND
:we decided- to start off with
"separate sessions.
SURROUNDING AREAS BY
It was the first opportunity
— that many had had to meet
informally with others who
_-_shared theirproblems.lteame
as a great relief to the girls to
*-mcchange questions and ideas
about such acute subjects as
dqting, school, family, meet• ing people and gandlingaucsr,
tions about their condition.
..libey were particularly anxious to talk about the sensitive issue of the conduit oper:ation that all had experienced.
• A doctor, clinical nefik-bi•
• medical social worker is al-.
theser-iip:ways,--peeneal
''sessions."
The meetings also give
• them a chance tO meet and
---Lnirogir with high school and
volunteers from the
New York chapter of the
March of Dime. •
Wide Application
'Mese sessione-iterve to sup,
port the family too.' Already
feedback from parents indicafes that their daughters are
opening up with them for the
first time And beginning to
:dieettes.- their problems--at
home.
Our work in this area is still
'quite tie*. but it hi-becoming
obriiitts-titat-gtritiseer- seta
_ support for emotional ad hist-

Keep It You Have To Give 1
Away"-The inner sanctum of
rehabilitation centers and
projects, including Synanon's
new city at Tomales Bay; the
Clinical Research Center at
Lexington, Kentucky Black
Action, Inc. a methadone
mainteruusce program in Pittsburg; and the Washington
Hospital in Boston are explored
through interviews and action
footage with addicts, doctors,
other
and
psychologists
professionals. The program
emphasizes the facts of
numerous approaches and attiitudes toward rehabilitation
throughout the United States.
February 18 at 6 p.m."‘The
Concept"-A series of theatrical
vignettes on events and particular approaches to drug
rehabilitation at New York City's
Daytop Village-performed by
ex-addicts from Daytop in front
of a live audience as an intergral
part of their self-realization and
therapy.
February 23 at 6 p.m.-"Why
Can't You Hear Through The

Noise in Yeas Ear?"--The
rformances of top "youth-cult"
musicians, Steppenwolf, Three
Dog Night, The Raschals,
Rhinoceros. and 0. C. Smith
demonstrate the uniqueness of
music-communication which
tends to -turn on "the young and
-turn off" the old. "Just what is
the message"? is the question
addressed by the program host in
this special for parents who seek
an answer.
February 25 at 6 p.m.-"HIgh
Is not Very Far Off the GroanBe
Morality
d."-"Can
Legislated"? Is the central
theme for this program as youth
and adults debate the issues of
"hard" versus "soft" drugs.
Through direct confrontation
with authorities, and through
spontaneous psychodrama, this
program explores both sides-both
views.
The Calloway County Council
on Drug Education urges the
public to view any of these films
possible.
The next meeting of the drug
council will be Tuesday, January
19, at 7:00 p.m. in the conference

room of the Murray Calloway
County Hospital.
The public is invited to attend.
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Your Concerned Pharmacists
Your Pharmacist is a Skilled Blender of Important Ingredients

DALE &
MURRAYCALLOWAY COUNTY STUBBLEFIELD
REXALL DRUG STORE
HOSPITAL PHARMACY
„ Willard J. Ails, Chief Pharmacist

863- Poplar

Nturr.ay:

HOUSTON
McDEVITT
PHARMACY

Phone: 753-1231

Phone: 753-1340
•.

_

•

418 Nta4r

Murray, Ky.

104 N 5th. -- Murray,.Ky.
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Middle Schools Give Kids
A Break In .Unique Program

12th night blackout

WASHINGTON,
D.C.— of the 550 students are bused to
Supporting the adage that all and from school. In order to
work and no play makes Jack a maintain the bus schedule and
dull boy, middle school educators 'gal provide opportunity for
of Mayor Richard Lugar on pollution
INDIANAPOLIS (UPI): On the Twelfth
charges, but Lugar rejected the citaNight of Christmas thousands of disin Howard County, Md., are social interaction, three 40tion Tuesday morning on grounds it
carded Christmas trees are burned here
committed to giving the kids a minute activity periods are
was not legal.
annually with the blessing of city
break. Not only have they in- scheduled in the middle of each
Capehart then Went to court, enlistfathers.
stituted a eocurricular program day, one for each of the three
rat&
ing Cannady and Goddard, who had
Three teen-agers have splashed cold
NI"
emphasizing social as well as grade levels.
volunteered their services as pickets
water on this year's ceremony. •
11 .7.11 .4141hVit
.
acedemic development, but they The activities involve both
The traditional bonfires in five city
THE THREE contend in their suit
parks were canceled last night when
insist that the social activities be students and staff and vary from
open burning at night is in violathat
grandson
the
including
students,
t
three
appropriate to the maturity and day to day depending on weather
• .
tion of an ordinance passed by the
of former Sen. Homer Cipehart, obof
sophistication
:s•
„
this
•
and interests of the moment. One
tained a court order.
combined City-County Council.
preadolescent age group.
group may be outside playing
As a result, city officials had piles
"I will grant the pollution from the
This means that instead of football while others play
of drying Yule timber on their hands.
fires would not be tremendous or exhaving social programs that are basketball, chess, checkers, or
students
us
-pollution-conscio
AIR
THE
cessive," Capehart said. "But why
merely carbon copies of high Monopoly. A group of girls may
are Craig Capehart of Indianapolis, a
should the city be allowed to violate its
school programs, students in the have a knitting circle, others may
sophomore at De Pauw University, and
own ordinance? If the city can burn at
county's six middle schools just visit, and some may engage
John Cannady and Joseph Goddard, stunight, why can't the common man bum
04,
School.
High
Latin
Indianapolis
(sixth, seventh, and eighth in rap sessions concerning school
at
dents
leaves any time he wants?"
yesorder
restraining
a
obtained
They
grades) plan and participate in or personal problems.
CAPEHART said that since a disterday afternoon from Superior Court
activities serving their
own i By contrast, Wilde Lake Middle
Judge Charles Applegate who set a
posal problem now exists, he would
own
their
enin
interests
'School, located in the newly
hearing.
NONCHALANT must be the word for these Cambodian troops about 30 miles south
suggest the city burn the trees Sunday
vironment.
Kompong
planned city of Columbia, acof Phnom Penh as they move out in an operation to reopen Highway 4 to
Capetian had been given temporary
"between 10 and 4."
are
Som
programs
the
of
Some
Kompong
marines.
Vietnam
Indianapolis
South
by
commodates about 700 students,
Inspection powers by the
Som. The gun is a U.S. 155mm manned
The mayor said he was hopeful the
described in the January issue of many of whom walk or ride bikes
Air-Pollution Control Board in connecis site of Cambodia's only oil refinery.
could be amended,to permit
ordinance
he
which
on
Today's Education, journal of the to school. In this setting, aftertion with a school project
fires on such special occasions as the
is working.
National Education Association. school programs sponsored by
Twelfth Night of Christmas.
the Army researchers, "are
He issued a Citation for the arrest
The article shows how the ap- the city's recreation department
more likely to be active,
from
varies
school to three days a week feature games,
proach
outgoing, flexible, and sociable"
school inproviding opportunities dances, and other types of
than the slugabeds.
for interaction outside of regular recreation using neighborhood as
continuance of the program
sleepers •'are classes.
The long
well as school facilities. _
are
events
Evening
considered
creaand
usually introverted
At Ellicott City Middle School, which is credited with building
taboo for this age group and in where most of the 630 pupils are better relations between students
it
when
wanting
but
tive"
and
Medical
Research
Army
MYLER
L.
LEDGES & 1111111111,Nat
By JOSEPH
some instances after-school
and school staff and with
WASHINGTON (UPI) —How Development Command, your comes to "sustained work." activities are not even considered bused to school, students and developing greater school pride.
this
mean,
may
it
difa
yet
whatever
For
staff have developed
many hours do you spend sleep needs depend on your
saitabie.
research note also says:
ferent program. Afternoon
Deaths reported are Mrs. Nancy Wilson Swami of Murray
sleeping? And what about your persodality.
This is the case at Clarksville socials are held several times a
CHASES
THIEVES
Four and W. W.(WW)Doublin, age 75, of Lynn Grove who
Route
body build —is it muscular, And according to another
"The more introverted men, Middle School where all but three year, with students and faculty
—Clerk Glor- died January 12.
study carried out at George(UPI)
BOSTON
fattish, or skinny?
apparently more conflict-conmingling in such diversified ia Fernandes, 24, of West
Don't answer it you don't town University, the way you're
Prof. Roman Prydatkevytch of Murray State College has been
scious than active persons, use
activities as pie-eating contests, Roxbury, chased two men on presented a plane ticket to Denver, Colo., to hear his symphonic
you
way
the
influences
want your personality traits built
work
to
the longer dream time
bubble gum bouts, dancing, and foot Tuesday after they robbed poem played by the Denver Symphony Orchestra on January 30.
act.
exposed.
out 'intrapsychic problems'."
sports events.
Army Report
her Avis rent-a-car office of
Actually, there seems to be
A book entitled "Goethe On Human Creativeness", edited by
Anyway, "different kinds of
schools
middle
three
other
The
says
report
"long
army
The
proinspection
$450.
no personality
Dr. Rolf E. P. King, professor of German at Murray State
men clearly have different
have variations of these
chase,
man
the
a
During
was released December 18.
College,
gram IPIPI going at the sleepers aren't necessarily lasleep needs," a finding which
programs. Each school uses its shoveling snow near the BradCulpepper was initiated at the meeting of Murray
Janet
moment, in or out of govern- zier than short sleepers, but
Mrs.
eventually may be used to The Honor Roll for the third six share of a county activity fund to
they do need more dreaming
intercede
Hotel
to
433 Order of the Eastern Star. Her mother, Mrs.
ford
started
No.
Chapter
ment.
Star
predict "performance in a weeks at Hazel Elementary support
cocurricular on her behalf. But one of the P.L. Peterson of Arnegard, N.D., worthy matron of the Arnegard
the
But a couple of recent time."
School as released by James R. programs. The fund provides
given individual."
bandits displayed a gun-and the chapter, was presented for the initiation. Mrs. Frances Church
research notes do suggest that Everybody requires about the
Feltner, principal is-na follows: $1.50 per pupil.-77- returned to shoveling the and A. G. Walton are worthy matron and patron of the Murray
man
your. sleep habits and physique same amount of sleep, someUniversity Note
Middle school educators in slow.
chapter.
can provide clues, for those thing under six hours, "to
The Georgetown University, Fourth Grade; Ricky Garland,
interested in reading them, to rejuvenate and refresh the note on "Body Build a Sheila Phillips, Sandy Hutson, Howard County are committed to The thieves escaped.
healthy body."
what sort of person you are.
Personality" stems from psy Conda Stubblefield, Kelly Whitt,
According to a study by the Short sleepers, according to chological research by Juan B. Nancy Murdock, Debbie Miller,
Cortes, S.J., of Georgetown, and Joel White.
and Dr. Florence M. Gatti of Fifth Grade: Gina Crabtree,
Harvard.
Tammy Feltner, Paulette Hooks,
Cortes and Gatti tested. 100 Michael Irvin, Rex Jackson,
delinquent and 100 nondelinquet Cindy Masteria, and Krista
boys in their late teens. They Russell.
found that those with muscular, Sixth Grade: Susie Adams,
580-pound woman dies
athletic physiques
meso- Kevin Barrett, Dwayne Barrow,
being loaded on dollie
morphs felt a greater need for Roger Chrisman, Tern
achievement, and thus were Cheryl Holsapple, Sandra Irvin,
PACIFIC GROVE. CAL. UPI): Firemen using
more aggressive, than others
1_•MAL•TAla! •'%
IVIIPT4411LI•1iker .11 Kg 101:11111.11(44,
Glen Redden and Kevin Wilson.
power saws worked feverishly to widen four doors
The fatter types
I endo- Seventh'Grade: Regina Cook,
at the home of Mrs. Gladis Hardman so they could
morphs) were temperamentally Greg Byars, Theresa Dover,
LARGE GROUP
ONE GROUP
rush her to a hospital.
more amiable and more in- Teesa Erwin, Dickie Nesbitt,
They were too late. Mrs. Hardman. who weighed
bulk
clined
to
own
her
"socializing." The lean Rita Gibson, and Georgia Starks.
580 pounds, was crushed to death by
while being placed on mattress-covered plywood
people
ectomorphs) were Eighth
Grade:
Mary
dollies
on
house
her
of
out
wheeled
boards and being
"withdrawn."
Cavanaugh, Valerie Crabtree,
men.
by eight
What remains to be done is Alene Paschall, and Teri
She died before she could be loaded onto a pickup
for other scientists to meld the Williams.
truck. Efforts to revive her with oxygen and closed
Reg. '5.00
Reg. '2.00
two researches and figure out a The Honor Roll for the first
heart massage were unsuccessful
SALE
SALE
1
correlation, if any, between semester is as follows:
Dr. John D Lord said the 52-year-old woman,
who had slept sitting up for years. recently developed
sleep habits and.body builds.
flu and began lying down in bed as her condition
Meanwhile, if you want to
Fourth Grade: Biel(); Garland,
worsened.
spend your time that way, Sheila Phillips, Sandy Hutson,
ONE GROUP
"This wasn't good for her and the fat around her
ONE GROUP
perhaps you can have fun Conda Sutbblefield, Nancy
chest crushed her to death." said the doctor. She
analyzing your own personality Murdock, Shayne Lassiter, Lisa
had attributed her _Weight to eating great quantities
on the basis of how you're built ;Mathis, Debbie Miller.
of candy.
1
”...lifth Grade: Gina Crabtree,
4 and how long you sleep.'
Tammy Feltner, Rex Jackson,
.
'COO
sALE /
Cindy Masteria, and Shane
SALE
Tidwell.
L***********************441k
Sixth Grade: Susie Adams,
N
ONE GROUP
Kevin Barrett, Dwayne Barrow,
ONE GROUP
Terri Erwin, Cheryl Holsapple,
Glen Redden and Kevin Wilson.
Seventh Grade: Regina Cook,
Greg Byars, Theresa Dover,
Teesa Erwin, Dickie Nesbitt,
OFF
SALE
Reg. 12.99 yd.
Rita Gibson, and Georgis Starks.
—./
Eighth
yd.
Grade:
Mary
Cavanaugh, Valerie Crabtree,
and Alene Paschall.
ONE GROUP
GROUP

I

Air* pollution-conscious students halt tree burning

11•40.

Sleep Habits May Give
Clues to Personalities

20 Years Ago Today

Honor Roll For
Hazel is Given

.03e1k January Sale

Own weight kills her
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Mercury Comet
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Test Drive One Today!

PIECE GOODS

By United Press International
Today is Thursday, Jan 14,
the 14th darof 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The
morning- stars are
Mercury, Venus,Jupiter and
Mars.
The evening star is Saturn.
Those born today are under
the sign of Capricorn.
Philippine statesman Carlos
1Romulo was born Jan. 14, 1899.
On this date in history:
- In 1914 Henry Ford began
making automobiles by the
assembly line method.
In 1943 President "Franklin D.
Roosevelt and British Prime
Minister Winston Churchill began a 10-day meeting in
Morocco.
In 1959 the firing squads of
Cubarr Premier Fidel Castro
had executed 220 persons in two
weeks.
In 1964 more than 140 died in
a snowstorm before it finally
ended in the United States.

,.
4(
:
4( Hatcher Auto Sides
-4fresr.witnte.Ity4

*
'

A-- —

-5154Outh 12th Street

__'_._

A thought for today: American writer Ambrose Bierce
said,"Women could be more
it
plianning if one could fall into
herFrit!ieffhout
ifito
Tier'-MMS1

1-**********************4-441-1•-
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CHAPARELLE TRAILER, 1969,
12 x 50, two bedrooms. In excellent condition. Located in Fox
Meadows Trailer Court. Phone
753-4616 after 5:00 p.m.
J14C

'rom the
s or exut why
iolate its
burn at
Ian bura

SAWDUST AND slabs delivered.
Phone 489-3821 or 489-4335. J14C 1968 MOBILE HOME,New Moon.
Excellent shape. Priced to sell.
Location good. Phone 753FRIGIDAIRE
J15P
REFRIGERATOR, also one set 67,37.
of bed springs. Phone 753-5244
after 12:00 noon.
J14P PORTABLE TYPEWRITER,
good shape. Cheap. Phone 753J15P
10 x 55 MOBILE home, fully 6737.
carpeted, furnished, air conditioned, underpenned, antenna, ASSUME PAYMENTS of $18 per
natural
gas. Must
sell, month on small spinet piano.
graduating. 14A Shady Oaks, 753- Leach's Music Center,753J19C
9519.
J18P 7575.

t a dise would
; Sunday

ieful the
o permit
a as the

Liege has been
-Lis symphonic
m January 3SI.
ss", edited by
Murray State

113

location ill the CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Store, around

February 1st
All TVs and Stereos are Reduced
for quick salerVVatch this
newspaper fot our Opening Day!

CARPETS beautiful 1970 HONDA motorcycle, 750 cc,
J15P
footsteps of a busy like new. Phone 753-7930.
Buy Blue Lustre. Rent
shampooer 11.00 at Big
J16C
FREE PICK-UP and delivery
with all major repair during
January. Billington Forsee
J14C
fractor Co., Inc.
WEIMARANER PUPPIES, one
male and one female. Phone 7534647.
J14C

in of Murray
nn Grove who

ing of Murray.
r mother, Mrs.
f the Arnegarcl
rances Church
of the Murray

will bejmoving 'to our new

KEEP
despite
family.
electric
K.

xlay

OFF

NEW SIGNATURE portable_ 0_
cycle dishwasher, white. Regular
$277.27, now $236.32. Offer good
thru Saturday, January 17.
Montgomery Ward Sales.Agency..
510 Main St., Murray, Ky.7phorie
753-1966.
.1-16C
t-

THE. COLLEGE SHOP

FURNISHED FIVE room house ONE BEDROOM furnished
with bath, near Kirksey. Phone apartment. Couples only. Phone
489-2963.
J14C 753-5079.
J15C

BALDVIN PIANOS and organs,
rent $10:00 monthly, rent applies
to purchase. Used spinet pianos
and organs. Lonardo Piano
Company,
Your Complete
Music Store". Paris and Martin,
Tennessee.
J15C

We will furnish
and completely install
3 full rooms or up to
36IT sq. ff. Of 100 percent
nylon carpet with tackless
installation over -heavy
duty sponge padding
for the total price of

Phone 753-5865
312 N, 4th
"WE TRULY APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS"

WANTED: ACREAGE or old
farm, 80 acres approximately. WANT TO BUY: set of used
Encyclopedia... World Books,
Froth owner. Some tillable rest
Phone 435-4152.
J14P
first
letter.
pasture. State price in
M. Brown, General Delivery,
J I6P
Murray, Kentuck.y.
WANT TO buy; logs and standing
WANT TO buy electric trains timber. Also have for sale lumber
American Flyer or Lionel, any and sawdust.-Murray Saw Mill
age or condition. Phone 753-27071'and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
J29NC
TFC
Murray, Ky. •

Budget terms arranged
For Free Home
NICE FURNISHED apartment AVAILABLE NOW, Mobile
Demonstration
.• for three or four girls. Phone 753- home, private lot. Includes
Day oil Night
7381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00 water. $69.00 Phone 753-8333, if no JAP HAY, about 100 bales. See
p.m.
J16C answer call after 5:00 p.m. J15C Raymond Workman or call 753-o.
CALL COLLECT .
-.
4976.
J15P
.1
. 901484-7340
*,.. -FURNISHED APARTMENT for--EXTRA NICE 10x50, twoCarpet Mfg. Outlet if • three or four college boys. Phone bedroom tl
trailer.
Pretty
rai
re y shady MERCURY OUTBOARD motor.
of
-. .753-7381 days or 753-5108 after and grass lawn. One mile from 1964 model 9.8. Very nice $125.00
Jackson, Tenn.
474-2309.
J19C
Phone
t5:00p.m.
316C city, available January 16. Can
be seen anytime. Phone 753J16P AKC REGISTERED Beagles.
5109.
FORMER TV SERVICE
Three months old. Phone 753CENTER BUILDING
LARGE FURNISHED apart- 3340
J14C
on South 4th Street.
ment, complete with kitchen, gas
Including: Sauna bath,
heat. Available February 1, for TWELVE WEANING pigs.
TV display room, offices a
J15C -iKFERIENCED MAN wants full
four boys. Phone 753-3143. J16C Phone 435-4725.
lots of parking space.
time body work. Phone 492-8699For more information call
J14C
THREE ROOM suite of offices.
and.
GUY SPANN REALTY
Central heat and air, paneled and 8 TRACK TAPE player
Excellent GENERA!. REPAIRING, odd
Phone 753-7724
all carpeted. Plenty of free componet radio.
ITC jobs, painting. Phone 435-5802.
753-2264.
Phone
condition.
JI
parking. Phone 753-7724 between
Jl4P
ITC
8.00 a.m.and 5:00 p.m.
AKC WHITE Toy Poodle puppies
TWO ROOMS in large house.
Also one grown Tor" male WILL DO baby sitting in my
Privacy. Share kitchen, living
Pekingese. Phone 753-4469 after home for small child up to 3 years
room, basement and yard with
J16C of age. Experienced. Phone 753p.m. grad students. 1206 Main. Phone WOMEN! DO you need extra 6:00
6075.
J14C
753-3768.
J,14C money to help with winter exCHROME DINETTE Set and six
penses? Earn up to $4.00 per hour
753-6160.
J16C
chairs. Phone
in spare time as a Vanda Beauty
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
sh2x50 TWO bedroom trailer, Counselor,753-1711.
All work guaranteed. Free pick:TFC
piece
TRACTOR,
4
FORD
1952
central heat-air, on private lot.
up and delivery. Free estimate.
disc,
cultivator
equipment. Plow,
Available January 15. Call Ben
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
Nix 753-3785 after six p.m. J14C MECHANIC WANTED: 5 day and bushhog. Bought new in 1970. McCoy,763-3045.
FRC
used
rebuilt
motor_
.3
New
work Week. Commission with
2-24". Phone 753bicycles,
1-26",
guarantee. Apply in person to
J16P WILL CLEAN up houses. Phone
Sanders di Pirrdom Motor Sales, 7143.
753,9¢91.
JI5C
1406 West Main.
J15C
STOVE 30" electric, large oven,
TWO BEDROOM apartment.
white. Excellent condition. Phone MUSIC MAJOR at University
Utilities furnished. Phone 382- A GOOD MAN to fill vacancy in 753-7931.
J16C will teach private lessons, piano
J 14c
Murray area. Represent Texas
2299
or violin in students home. Phone
Company. Air mail G. T.
JI9C
1967 EMBASSY three bedroom 753-3549.
Dickerson,
Pres.,
Southwestern
FURNISHED CABIN for rent At
completely carpeted, all
trailer,
Pine Bluff Shores. Phons7-753- Petroleum Corp.,Ft. Worth, Tex. birch, paneling. Unfurriiiihed'
ART TIME secretarial work
J 16C
- 314P
5087, after 6:00p.m.
except for stove and refrigerator, available. Good qualifications.
two extra air conditioners, un- Phone 753-8147.
J16C
PRIVATE OR SEMI-Private
derpenned, all electric. Excellent
rooms for girls. Central heat and WANTED: EXPERIENCED eopditon. Phone 753-1585.
J16C WILL KEEP elderly lady in
air conditioning. Private en- baby sitter to sit in my home.
home -Private room available.
Two
children.
Must
provide
own
1630
trance and kitchen.
ATTENTION FARMERS! Save
Hamilton. Phone 753-2668 after transportation. Phone 753-9607 money on plant bed canvas. 3 Phone 753-8166 after 6:00 p.m.
J14C
J15C
J18C after 5:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
yard, 4 yard and 5 yard widths.
resistant
22x18
rot
Kendall Mills
FURNISHED MOBILE home on
metal
with
construction
Kentucky Lake, 10 miles from
gromlets. $7.88 per 100 yard
Shores,
Panorama
Murray in
cover at Belles in Paris,Tenn.
two bedrooms, 15x15 ft. jiving
FOUND:
BROWN
and
white JUIC
1963 FORD Fairlane, manual
room, seperate dining room,
central electric heat and air male Collie puppy about three TIRE SALE: 4-ply nylon white shift, good mechanical condition.
J14P
conditioning. New appliances, months old with brown collar. sidewall, premittrn grade, wrap Phone 489-3311.
including washer. On private lot. Contact 409 North5th, Apartment around tread design. Federal
J14P
1968 GTO, 4 speed, vinyl tit,'
TFC A.
Phone 436-5571.
excise tax included on all prices.
factory mags,excellent conditon,
650x 1341 7.85.. 775x 14-$21.23. $1600.00. Phone 753-9695 after 500
855x14-$23.63.
825x1(-$22.09.
p.m.
JI4P
845x15-$23.63.
815x15-$22.09.
900x15-$75.07. 4-ply Polyester
white sidewall; 885x14-$26.37.
845x15-$25.25. 6-ply pick-up truck 1961 CADILLAC hearse. Gqod
tires premium traction; 700x15- condition throughout Air con$28.80. Compare price and ditioned front and rear. Can be
J20C
qbality. You can't beat Uncle seen at 304 South 16th.
Jeff's.

MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
4. LOUIS, M. Ph. H1-31*

J27C

966 FIARLANE GT, maroon,
Wfais..interior,', 390 engine
- 1968 RUNABOUT BO 1 wi 1989 off
excellent shape. Good tires.
, rrine,Itts
! emir,. ss
5ee-41:40r413/11t
Isit
cellent rondition With two sets of 'Priced' to sell
753-4572 for inis and-litalacke4s,Plow 753‘ Street or _phone
JI'31"
7930
J15P formation.

DUE TO the death of our husband
and father we, the members of
the family of Odia McClure are
more prone to realize that next to
love and most divine passion of
the human heart is sympathy.
We wish to thank each one who
ABOUT 250 Acres of land on both expressed their sympathy in so
sides of 'good road. Priced many different ways. Never have
reasonably. Phone 753-2532 days we realized the beauty of flowers
or 753-3953 nights.
J14C as we know it now. Never have
we appreciated the helping hands
of friends who prepared food and
ARE YOU looking for a good
sent our way as we appreciate
roomy, modern house at a
you now. • _
modest price? See this one at 101
Closer to the family ties of our
South 8th Street. Four bedrooms,
hearts will always remain the
den, -two full baths, full
memories of his remaining three
basement. 753-7789 or 753-3800.
brothers; Uncle Sanford, Fred
J14C
and Dane. Even though according to the alloted span of life
they are facing their twilight
years, yet their aid, loyalty and
devotion was not stilled though
NICE BRICK home in Murray.
their night draweth near.
Well located. Will sell or trade for
The 'etttogy and the consoling
a farm. If interested, write Box
words of Brother Coy Garrett as
32 J, Murray, Kentucky.
J16C well as the
voices of the choir will
echo in our minds as the years go
by. Never to be forgotten will be
the memories of Dr. Clark and
the memories of the hospital staff
who labored so valiantly to give
him aid and comfort during his-.
declining days.
By Charles Whitaker
Thanks to all who shared our
Paducah Social
burdens and made our cross
Security Manager
The Social Security Ad- easier to bear.
Sincerely
ministration finds that many
applicants for social security Mrs. Odia McClure and Children
benefits are still going to a great
deal of trouble and expense to
obtain delayed birth certificates telephone, the' social security
to'establish their age before they office prior to the time • they
contact the social security office should file an application and
to file claims.
inquire as to what documents
Potential claimants in a great they may need to support their
many cases get a delayed birth claim.
certificate that is not needed to The people in any social
establish the person's date o
security office will be glad to
birth. It is true that in cases explain types of proof needed and
where benefits payable are based how the proofs may be obtained
upon a person's age, we must readily and in many cases
have sufficient evidence to without cost to the applicant.
establish a correct date of birth. If you are nearing retirement
Ad- age-call your Social Security
The Social Security
ministration does not expect Office-443-7321! Ask about the
applicants to produce a birth papers you will need to speed up
certificate when a claim is filed. your payments!
A claimant is only requested to
submit documents or evidence
Alper, was die headquarwhich he has at home or can be
obtained at a minimum of ex- ters for three centuries of the
pense or effort. In any case, it is •fiarbary pirates, who preyed
recommended that a person on Mediueranean shipping.
44 ACRE FARM near town. Has
40 it 48 pole barn and large pond.
Mostly under good fence. Immediate possession. Call owner
153-2532 days or 753-3953 nights.
J14C

EXTREMELY HEAVY work
table. Three feet high, five feet
wide and about eight feet long.
Legs are four by four's, heavily
braced. See at Ledger and
Times.
J16NC

• FRONT END ALIGNMENT
• BRAKE'S RELINED
• MOTOR TUNE UPS
• MUFFLER, EXHAUST, TAILPIPE
REPLACEMENT
• SHOCKS REPLACED
205
So 5th

Phone

FENTON & HODGE753-4669
14.Xt) CAN I
CORRECT'
SOME OF Mte
FALLT5

YOU KNOW UM-1,
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Ci-AfklE 87rr'EcAE OF 44)(0R
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tes Diabetes to be Discussed
Lynn Grove Honor Roll Seen & heard ... Quo
FrOm
News On Educational Network
For Period and Semester
(Continued From Page Ow I

The
paring knife we cut in a circular
manner all around it imd then
unwound the peeling. We
just
Kathy
Anderson,
"Diabetes: What You Don't MED."
. (Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
The Honor Roll for Lynn Grove Stanley
chomped on it, all the while with
Doron,
The half-hour program, to be
Carl
Crouch,
Hal
Calhoun,
Can Hurt You" will be the
weeks
six
Know
United Press - International
School for the third
under the entire operation By
plate
a
by the pharmacy
presented
Jackson,
Kathy
Farris,
Kentucky
the
on
Mike
week
period and for the first semester
WASHINGTON-Sen. Edward topic this
Don McCuiston, so we would not get juice all over M. Kennedy, denouncihg U.S. Educational Television Net- segment of the series' planners,
has been announced by the Reta Kunbro,
Monday (January
Patty everything. Right satisfying.
policies in dealing with refugee!, .)ork's health series, "PAN- will be aired
principal, Freed Curd, and is as Lisa Rogers,g'erry Rogers,
on the statewide
p.m.
9:30
at
Terry
18)
and
Sims,
Phillip
Sims,
follows:
Did you notice that it 30 per- in Vietnam:
network.
Vance.
an
we
hear
THIRD SIX WEEKS
"Now
admission
day
the
of
yd An- cented for most
"PANMED" is a weekly
problems.
Fourth Grade-Karol Kemp, Eighth Grade-Llo
yesterday. We even had some that the refugee
developed by the health
•••
Donna
program
Armstrong,
Betty
Iimsiter,
derson,
Terry
continues-in massive proporJimmy Jo Key,
Vicki thunder.
schools of the University of
Shelia McKenzie, Ginger Mit- Barger, Matt Brower,
lions"
(Continued From Page One
The Bank of Murray comKentucky and the University of
chell, Dale Orr, Terry Paschall, Butterworth, Cathy Futrell, missioned John Gordon Kautzwith various
Murdock,
Thomas
Harrris,
Mack
Debra
WASHINGTON - Postmaster The Symphonic Band in "Suite of Louisville, along
Michael Randolph,
Roller, man to do some sketches of some General Winton M.
state health societies. Each week
Blount,'
Thomason, Russ Wilson and Marketia Orr, Cynthia
by
Dances"
American
BONNIE BEDELIA and MICHAEL BRANDON star as the bride
Old
this area.
the show features advances and
Terry Sills, Donna Tucker and scenes of interest in
after being named chairman of Hubert Russell Bennett.
Chuck Williams.
groom in "LOVERS AND OTHER STRANGERS" the
and
had
and
sketches
the
took
They
information from a different
the
new
of
board
U.S.
the
Fifth Grade-Bonny Arm- Alison Wilfred.
will
the
concert
of
highlight
A
which traces the effects of marriage on both sides of the
comedy
unique
Very
calendars made up.
SEMESTER
health field-pharmacy, the
Service:
strong, Tammie Calhoun, Regina
Postal
"The
number,
band
final
ABC PICTURES CORP. presentation opens Friday at
the
The
be
family.
nurFourth Grade-Karol Kemp, project.
Gentry, Denise Howard, Kevin
"The transition of the Post' 1512 Overture" by Peter Ilitch allied health professions,
I Theatre.
Cinema
Salem
the
dentistry and
Hutson, Barbara Kayler, Kim Jimmy Jo Key, Terry CAR-sister,
to sing, medicine,
Written
are suitable for Office Department to the U.S. Tchaikovsky.
sketches
The
Miton.
Ginger
administrati
McKenzie,
hospital
Shelia
Kemp, Cindy Lassiter, Tammie
Postal Service is symbolic of a dramatize and commemorate the
framing.
program on
Miller, Garry Morris, Steve Sills, chell, Dale Orr, Terry Paschall,
total. effort to insure that Battle of Borodino in 1812, the This week's
Debra
geared
especially
Randolph,
while
diabetes,
Michael
Walker.
Mesa
and
Sims
Perry
institutions are relevant to our composition includes the use of
and Fellow says a woman's place is in
to the state's pharmacists, will
to
forward
Sixth Grade-Donna Adams, Thomason, Russ Wilson,
a
look
I
being
time.
and
church
chimes
-fire,
cannon
the home and the modern
work of all
Randy Hutchens, Janet Murdock, Chuck Williams.
this
of
continuing bells to proclaim a Russian also be relevant to the
husband expects her to go there part
s.
professional
health
other
Gail Smotherman, Teresa Starks Fifth Grade-Bonny Armchallenge."
victory.
strong, Tammie Calhoun, Regina right after she leaves work.
and Pam Todd.
by the band will The program may be seen on
piece
other
The
Kevin'
Seventh Grade-Pat Adams, Gentry, Denise Howard,
LOS ANGELES-Dr. Carlfred be "Dranunatice by Francis KETV channels 46 (Lexington),
annual Kentucky Baptist Baptist men for- the Southern
Hutson, Barbara Kayler, Kim If you can remember when all it B. Broderick, a Pennsylvania
26 (Ashland), 52 (Owenton ), 38 The
Convention's
McBeth.
supremely
kid
a
make
Evangelistic Conference will_ be Baptist
Kemp, Cindy Lassiter, Tammie took to
State University professor, say Three numbers to be pregented (Morehead), 23 (Elizabethtown),
Tuesday, Brotherhood Commission,
and
Monday,
,held
Miller, Garry Morris, Steve Sills, happy and make him feel as ing that while premarital sex
by the smforuetta are: "Fan- 72 (Pikeville), 35 (Hazard), 29 January 18 and 19 at the Severns Memphis,Tennessee; and Archie
a
Perry Sims and Mesa Walker. though he had the world on
among women has increased he foronade for Band" by Robert (Somerset), 53 (Bowling Green),
Moon
a
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and
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Baptist
string,
Valley
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Gay Howard, Randy Hutchens, Pie, then you are not of this monogamous marriage:
( selections from the Fitzwilliam ville).
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The
Overby,
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Janet
"Last year, the nation had Virginal book) by Gordon Jacob;
urch, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
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that,
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unique
Theobald of Boaz Gail Smotherman, and Pam
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the highest marriage rate since and three dance episodes from
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Last
Baptist
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when the end of World War -11rftchurch led over 1,000 persons to
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remember
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Evangelism
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Also
Department
the
Adams,
at
-Pat
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Grade
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/id 1:15
nesday
of faith in
Khatchaturian.
Kathy you could reach cloud nine with
the Brotherhood Department, make professions
Anderson,
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah. Stanley
DisDeputy
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ANGELF-gChrist.
and
ticket
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theatre
a
being
Murray
buying
Shahan joined the
with the emphasis
She wee 89 years of age, and her Calhoun, Hal Crouch, Carl 15c by
trict Attorney Vincent Bugliosi,
State faculty in 1957 and was
this year to the layman's imdeath followed an illness of two Doran, Mike Farris, Kathy a big bag of licorice, you are of
lawCharles
Manson's
saying
portance in the task of
weeks.
Jackson, Reta Kimbro, Don the buttermilk generation and yer has tried to picture Charles named to his present post last
Willard W. Watts
evangelism.
year. He earned the B. S. degree
The deceased was the wife of McCuiston, Lisa Rogers, Terry are not a member of the Pepsi
as wearing the
Watson
"Tex"
Several Kentucky Baptist Funeral Scheduled
at Fairmont State College, the M.
Tandy Theobald who died in 1958. Rogers, Gail Sheridan, Philip crowd.
"hat of guilt":
University
BENTON, Ky., Jan. 13 Virginia
will appear on the
West
at
laymen
S.
Oak
Thompson,
the
of
Sims, Margaret
She was a member
"That hat fits only " one
the M. Ed. at George
program which begins at 2 p.m. Graveside rites for Willard W.
and
Lawn Baptist Church in Mc- Terry Vance and Regina Windfits him very well, it
In a small seaport town in Italy person. It
Monday, January 18 and ends Watts, 55, will be conducted at
Peabody College.
Cracken County. Mrs. Theobald sor.
was tailor-made for him. His
monastery
nearby
a
of
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January 19 at 9:15 p.m. Eddy Creek Cemetery in Caldnative
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a
AnReichmuth,
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try
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state guests include well County at 1 p.m. Thursday.
1961
graduate
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Out
Louisville,
County and was the daughter of derson, Betty Armstrong, Donna
The Rev. John Stringer will
. They also sometimes goes by the Murray State where he served
Manuel L. Scott, Pastor, Los
the late Columbus Futrell and Barger, Matt Brower, Vicki poverished community
name of Jesus Christ."
officiate.
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fish-and-ch
James
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and
California;
master
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drill
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Angeles,
years
Mack
Futrel,
three
son
Cathy
One
,
Butterworth
Futrell.
Betty Cahoon
Mayfield,-died at
Sullivan, Executive Secretarrotwo years as drum major with the
Harris, Don Nance, Marketia restaurant, as the citizens could
preceded her in death.
p.m. Tuesday at 'the Com1:10
the
catch
Sunday
and
Baptist
potatoes
Treasurer,
marching band. He earned the M.
- Stu-vivo-Fs are six daughters, Orr, Ralph Rogers, Cynthia grow the
munity Hospital in Mayfield.
townSchool Board, Nashville, TenM. Ed. degree at the University
Mrs. Will (Nellis) Williams of Roller, Tern Sills, Donna Tucker fish from the sea. The
He is survived by two sisters,
speople entered into the plan with
nessee; and Kenneth L. Chafin, Mrs. Alice Gunkel and Mrs. AIof Illinois.
Muri-ay Route Two, Mrs. Buel and Alison Wilfred.
enthusiasm.
Atlanta, Georgia. Chatin serves be Johnston, both of Hardin Rt.
His teaching experience in(Albie) Tutt, 505 Chestnut Street,
As the eating-place became
as director of evangelism for the 1, and a brother, Frank Watts
cludes eight years in the Paducah
Murray, Mrs. Janice Bucy of
famous, tourists flocked to the
Southern Baptist Convention's of Des Moines, Iowa.
Paducah, Miss Eula Mae
A representative of the Small School System where he was
little town. One day a wealthy
Home Mission Board, and until
Theobald of Boaz Route One,
Administration will be director of the Paducah TilghE.
Business
Charles
MY LAI — Sgt.
American woman appeared and
Reichband.
recently served as Billy Graham
School
High
man
office
Mrs. Mary Smith of Detroit,
at that Agency's part-time
Hutto. 22. is shown at Ft
one
to
turned
She
meal.
a
the
of Evangelism at the
of
ordered
as
Professor
president
served
Adeline
'muth
Mrs.
and
lirazil is the only Latin
Mich.,
in the City Hall on the Second
McPherson, Ga.. where his
of the men of the monastery and
Southern Baptist Theological Amen, an nation deriving its1
Thompson of Boaz Route Two;
My
the
in
Paducah, Kentucky, on First District Kentucky Music
martial
Floor,
court
Louisville; Kentucky. language and culture from Portwo brothers, Finis Futrell of Funeral services for Miss Ethel asked, "Are you the fish friar?" January 21, as announced by R. Educators Association 1968-70.
Lai "massacre"- in South Seminary,
on the.program legal
appearing
Also
Hazel Route Two and Bart Bucy of 504 South 8th Street, "No, madam," he replied, B. Blankenship, SBA District No admission fee will be
Vietnam is underway
will be W. J. Isbell, director of
Futrell of Linton; nineteen Murray, were held today at 1:30 "I'm the chip monk."
Director. The office, operated charged 19,the concert.
grandchildren; thirty-one great p.m. at the chapel of the Blalockon a semi-monthiy basis eve0
grandchildren; several great Coleman Funeral Home with
first and third Thursday, will be
Rev. Warren Sykes and Rev.
great grandchildren.
open from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
/Merag
14614
Funeral services will be held Lloyd Wilson officiating.
In order to determine credit
1
Pallbearers were Kelly Smith,
Friday at two p.m. at the Sco
and eligibility requirements foe
Grove Baptist Church in Eurie Smith, L. D. Wafren, Roy
(Continued From Page One) SBA loan programs, it is
Calloway County with Rev. Robertson, Everett Bucy, and
suggested that the businessmen
Howell T. Specs and Rev. Leon Vurion Elkins. Interment was in soring of dances. According to bring with them a recent
Appeal,
the
l
with
Commerica
Cemetery
"The
the McCuiston
Penick officiating.
financial statement or balance
Grandsons will serve as arrangements by the Blalock- February 10, 1968, "Junior and sheet of the business and a profit
senior high schools in Memphis
pallbearers. Burial will be in the Coleman Funeral Home.
and loss statement for the
Scotts Grove Cemetery with the Miss Bucy, age 81, died will stop sponsoring proms, sock previous full year. This ineffective
the
at
dances,
other
a.m.
6:45
hops
and
at
arrangements by the Max Tuesday
formation pertains to established
Home, Westvietv Nursing Home where March 1." Mr. Lee C. Thompson businesses. However, anyone
Funeral
Churchill
Murray, where friends may call. she had been a patient since July assistant superintendent of ad- interested in establishing a new
1970. She was a member of the ministrative services for the
business is encouraged to consult
Grace Baptist Church. She was Memphis board, explained that
with this representative as well
born March 11, 1889 and her the board reached this dicision as other businessmen who are in
parents were the late Dee Bucy because "The dances had need of financial advice or
become too difficult to supervise assistance.
and Laura Smith Bucy.
• The deceased is survived by and control" (Emphasis aline- In addition to an SBA loan
one sister, Mrs. John (Bertha) RB ). He further stated that
representative, there will be a
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